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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Answers on a Postcard


On some occasions there is only one answer to a question or task. When doing mathematical calculations, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication or division, there is only one correct answer. 


Answers on a Postcard presents situations in which there could be many, equally good answers.


Your Task 


Read the situations below. 


Find as many answers as you can to fit the evidence given. 


The answers can be imaginative but they must fit the facts and they should not include unrealistic responses. 


Be aware that you need to think laterally! 

On a bridge above the M25 motorway is a piece of graffiti in large white painted letters saying simply:


PEAS

Painting this would have been very dangerous and also illegal. Suggest some explanations as to why it was done.


A hotel guest was surprised to find this sign on the window of her ground floor bedroom:


For Your Safety


Please Do Not


Open This


Window

Suggest some explanations as to why this sign was placed on the window.


A. At the end of one season, the Downshire League Netball table looks like this

		Team

		Played

		Won

		Drawn

		Lost

		GF

		GA

		Points



		St Mary’s A

		14

		12

		1

		1

		426

		261

		64



		Alpha Ladies

		14

		10

		2

		2

		433

		307

		58



		Betson Belles

		14

		10

		0

		

		387

		286

		54



		Dynamo

		14

		6

		1

		7

		372

		354

		40



		Garston Gals

		14

		5

		2

		7

		316

		375

		38



		The Red Lion

		14

		5

		0

		9

		299

		342

		34



		Sharon’s Salon

		14

		4

		1

		9

		283

		351

		32



		KHJ Machines

		14

		0

		1

		13

		202

		442

		16





The following season, the table finishes like this:


		Team

		Played

		Won

		Drawn

		Lost

		GF

		GA

		Points



		Betson Belles

		14

		12

		0

		2

		442

		269

		62



		Alpha Ladies

		14

		10

		2

		2

		418

		337

		58



		Sharon’s Salon

		14

		9

		0

		5

		379

		301

		50



		The Red Lion

		14

		7

		0

		7

		360

		354

		42



		Garston Gals

		14

		5

		2

		7

		321

		381

		38



		The Lamb

		14

		5

		1

		8

		302

		354

		36



		Dynamo

		14

		3

		2

		9

		298

		387

		30



		St Mary’s A

		14

		1

		1

		12

		252

		442

		20





Suggest some explanations as to why St Mary’s A has gone from first to last in the league.


D.


At the start of the school year in September, a year 7 boy opens the locker that has been assigned to him and finds inside the following items:


- a rugby shirt with the name Ryan Bates inside


- some white PE socks with the name Jonny Abbot on them


- a girl’s PE top with no name in it


- one size 3 trainer coloured white and pink


Suggest some explanations as to why this collection of kit has been left in the locker.
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Cause & Effect

All the statements below are claims about cause and effect. The cause is given at the start of each sentence and the effect at the end. For example, high blood pressure is the cause and strokes and heart attacks are the effects.


· High blood pressure can cause strokes and heart attacks

· Going to the gym regularly can lead to improvements in fitness levels

· Global warming causes a rise in sea levels

· Missing lots of lessons can lead to a failure to pass exams


Where a cause and effect exists, it is possible to explain the relationship between them. For example, take the third bullet point above about global warming. The causal link can be explained like this:

During the last century, global temperatures rose by 0.6 degrees Celsius and sea levels rose by about 15cm. This is because warm water takes up more room than cold water and because glaciers and icecaps at the North and South poles have begun to melt. 

We need to be careful, however. Just because one thing follows another, it doesn’t mean that the first event caused the second. For instance:

· After an earthquake in South America the day before, England beat Australia in a cricket match.

· Felix went for a 3 mile run. A week later he got 90% in his grade 6 piano exam.

· Charlotte’s MP3 player stopped working after she accidentally left it in the pocket of her jeans when they went in the washing machine. Two hours later her cat gave birth to three kittens.

All of these events followed on, one from another, but there is no causal link between them.


1. Create a timeline of things that you have done and things that have happened to you over the last month 

2. Mark on the timeline any pairs of events which have a causal link 

3. Explain the link between the cause and effect

4. From the events that are left, identify pairs which have no causal link
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Skill 6:  
EXPlANATiONS
Creative thinking is useful when it comes to the evaluation of explanations used in arguments. Being 
able to recognise subtle, logical errors in the explanations of others as well as being able to come 
up with alternative ways of explaining something requires creativity. Creative thinking of this kind 
benefits from guidance and skill development, which is what this section of the course will focus on.


By teaching and assessing this skill, the aims and objectives are as follows:


               AlTERNATiVE   
            EXPlANATiONS
    Teachers should aim to:
  Explain the nature of an 
alternative explanation.
Guide students in generating 
 alternative explanations for a  
  range of factual phenomena. 
     Explain the importance of 
           plausibility in explanations.


  STudENTS ShOuld 
BE ABlE TO:


look at how something has been 
explained already and come up 
with different (yet realistic) ways 
of explaining how or why that 
something came about’ . Ths seems 


to have been taken from a different 
skill in error during design


                  NECESSARY ANd    
         SuFFiCiENT CONdiTiONS


     Explain what it means to say 
  that something is a necessary  
 or sufficient condition of 
something else.
 Guide students in 
   differentiating between these 
       and give them strategies for 
           recognising them.


              STudENTS ShOuld 
        BE ABlE TO:


Say whether something is 
a necessary or a sufficient 
factor of something else. 


      uNdERSTANdiNG CAuSAl  
   CONNECTiONS
   Teachers should aim to: 
 Expose students to a range of 
explanations involving causation.
 Guide students in recognising that  
  just because events are linked in 
   time (e.g . one after the other or at 
      the same time) it does not 
             necessarily mean there is a 
                   causal connection. 


  STudENTS ShOuld 
    BE ABlE TO:
See that when an event 
happened after another event or 
at the same time, one might not 
have caused the other. 


Spot when an argument or 
explanation makes this mistake.


 


             uNdERSTANdiNG     
      CORRElATiON   


    Teachers should aim to:


 Explain the nature of correlation as 
different from causation.
 Expose students to a range of 
  explanations involving correlations 
    and give guidance on generating 
           different ways of explaining 
             them. 


STudENTS ShOuld BE  
ABlE TO:


understand that when there is a 
relationship between different 
events or data, there are often 
many different ways of explaining 
this relationship. 


Come up with different ways of 
explaining relationships between 


events or data. 
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AlTERNATiVE EXPlANATiONS
Sometimes, people include explanations in their arguments (or they assume a certain way of 
explaining something) that might not be correct. A very common mistake in thinking is to 
assume that a certain way of explaining how or why something came about is the only way of 
explaining it, but that is often not true. Consider the following example:


The apple pie I left to cool on the table has gone, so the dog must have eaten it. The dog 
should be punished!


This clearly offers an explanation for the missing pie – the dog ate it – and the conclusion is 
then drawn on that basis. however, there are other possible explanations:


•	 A	family	member	came	home	for	lunch	and	thought	it	was	for	them,	so	ate	it.


•	 Someone	else	in	the	family	saw	that	it	had	been	left	out	and	thoughtfully	put	it	away	in	the	
cake tin. 


•	 A	hungry	traveller	passing	by	saw	the	pie	through	the	open	window	and	was	so	tempted	
that he took it.


if we let our imaginations run wild there are many more possibilities – alien pie-hunters, for 
example, or science experiment on an apple has gone wrong and made it come to life and it 
has taken the pie in order to dignify their loved ones baked in it with a decent burial...


A good explanation, however, should be plausible (believable) and fit with other available and 
commonly accepted facts. 


Alternative explanations printable worksheet.doc


Sometimes, we have to think laterally (in other words, look at it from a different angle). You 
won’t be expected to do any lateral thinking in skill 6, but it is useful to be able to think ‘outside 
the box’ when thinking of alternative explanations sometimes, and a good way of practising 
this skill and getting the creative juices flowing is to tackle lateral thinking puzzles. 


6.01 Alternative explanations printable worksheet.doc


Task: look at the following image and, by adding one single, straight line, transform it into 
nine-fifty:


l 0 l 0 l 0
Before i give away the answer, try asking yourself these questions (this is a good lateral 
thinking strategy!):


•	 What	angle	are	you	are	looking	at	it	from?	(which	metaphorical	hat	are	you	wearing?)


  hint: because there are numbers involved, you are probably looking at it mathematically.


•	 What	other	angles	could	you	look	at	it	from?


		 Hint:	when	else	might	you	see	numbers?	Measurements,	bar	codes,	clocks...


•	 When	I	look	at	the	puzzle	from	these	other	angles,	what	can	I	do/see	differently?
		 Hint:	from	which	of	these	angles	can	this	image	be	written	a	different	way?


if you’ve already worked it out, give yourself a big pat on the back. Otherwise read on. 
Numbers are used in telling the time, and we sometimes tell the time using a mixture of 
words and numbers, for example, half past 10. Try adding a short, horizontal line to the top of 
the	second	line	in	the	image	and	what	do	you	see?	


Another way of reading this is ten to ten, which is also another way of saying nine-fifty in 
terms of telling the time. This is a tough one. There are some other good examples available 
on various websites.  


The following support materials can be found within the Skill 6 
pdf portfolio.
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6.02 Answers on a postcard printable worksheet.doc


here are a couple to try:


A selection of puzzles and brainteasers can be found at:
www.intelligencetest.com


A selection of short, funny puzzles to demonstrate 
laterial thinking can be found at:
http://wilk4.com/humor/humore14.htm


here are some more activities involving coming up with alternative 
explanations:


6.03 Why did Stanley join the army.doc


6.04 Clues about Stanley.ppt


Stanley goes to war


The following support materials can be found within the Skill 6 
pdf portfolio.
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NECESSARY ANd SuFFiCiENT CONdiTiONS


At other times a condition is neither necessary or sufficient:


 Condition: Bob loves Sandra x: Sandra loves Bob


it is not a must that Bob love Sandra for Sandra to love Bob, nor is it enough that Bob 
loves Sandra to make Sandra love Bob – the two things are independent of one another.


To work out whether a condition is necessary, you should ask:


Could x be x without it? 


To work out whether a condition is sufficient, you should ask:


Would this on its own be enough to make x what it is?


Task: Consider the following examples and work out whether the condition is  
necessary, sufficient, both or neither:


Being a mammal as a condition of being a human.


Having your head chopped off as a condition of being killed.


Today not being a Saturday or Sunday as a condition of it being a weekday.


The word ‘condition’ here means something that plays a part (a factor) in making something 
what it is. For example, rhubarb is one of the conditions making a rhubarb pie what it is; 
pastry is another. Another example: a visit to the doctor might be brought about by certain 
conditions e.g. a fever or a pain. 


Sometimes a condition plays a necessary part in making something (let’s say x) what it is – 
in other words, it must be present for x to be what it is. let’s take the rhubarb pie example:


  Condition: rhubarb  x: rhubarb pie


The rhubarb is a necessary condition. it must be present for the rhubarb pie to be a rhubarb 
pie!


Some conditions are sufficient in making something what it is – in other words, it is enough 
to make it what it is. let’s take the doctor example:


 Condition: fever x: visit the doctor


A fever might be enough to make me visit the doctor, so either of these would be a sufficient 
condition of visiting the doctor. 


Sometimes, a condition is both necessary and sufficient:


              Condition: It is 25th December  x: Christmas Day


it must be the 25th december to be Christmas day, and if the date were 25th december 
that would be enough to make it Christmas day.


The following support materials can be found within the Skill 6 
pdf portfolio.


6.05 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions printable worksheet.doc 6.06 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions printable answers.doc
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uNdERSTANdiNG CAuSAl CONNECTiONS


When	things	happen	around	the	same	time,	it	can	sometimes	seem	as	though	they	are	
connected in some way. it is a basic scientific principle that all events have a cause, but there are 
often many causes for one event and it is easy to get confused over what has actually caused 
something to happen. For example, if you put a red shirt in the washing machine with a white 
shirt and when you take them out of the machine the white shirt has turned pink, we can safely 
say that what caused it was mixing red and white colours in the wash. however, if the morning 
weather forecast said it was going to rain in the afternoon, and then it rains in the afternoon, we 
wouldn’t say that the weather forecast made it rain! in both cases, one thing has happened after 
the	other,	so	what	is	the	difference?	In	the	second	case,	there	are	much	more	likely	explanations	
for what caused it to rain – there is a relationship between the forecast and the weather, but it 
has not been correctly understood. in other cases, there might be no connection at all between 
two events, yet the fact that one happens after the other might lead a person to see cause and 
effect when there is no such relationship. For example, you sing in the shower and then the 
glass mirror breaks – it is highly unlikely that there is any causal connection between the two. 


The following worksheet provides an opportunity to explore causal links in more detail:


When	one	thing	happens	after	another	and	we	assume	that	there	is	a	causal	link	this	is	flawed	
reasoning.  This is illustrated by Sheldon in the following funny clip from uS sitcom The Big 
Bang Theory: 


Consider the following examples:


Sally walked under a ladder this morning, then this afternoon she lost her purse. It is obviously really 
bad luck to walk under a ladder!


I had cheese for my supper last night and I had a really bad nightmare. I should have listened to my 
Mum when she said you shouldn’t eat cheese at bed time! 


in both of these examples, it is being assumed that one thing has caused the other just 
because they happen after one another. in reality, though, both things could have been 
caused by something completely different – the purse could have been left at home 
accidentally (which has more to do with organisation than luck) and the nightmare could 
have been the result of a stressful day. 


6.07 Introducing causal links printable worksheet.doc


©2009 Chuck lorre Productions


The following support materials can be found within the Skill 6 
pdf portfolio.
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uNdERSTANdiNG CORRElATiON


Correlation is the word used when there is some kind of relationship between two different 
factual events or data.  Consider the following relationships:


Increased cases of sunburn and a spell of hot weather


Increased cases of sunburn and an increase in ice-cream sales


in both cases there is a correlation. in other words, they are connected in some way – in both 
cases the two events happen at around the same time and they are out of the ordinary – 
increases in sales, sunburn and hot weather. 


However,	in	the	first	example,	the	reason	for	the	correlation	is	causal.	We	are	able	to	explain	
the causal link between the two (exposure to sun causes sunburn, so an increase in sun can 
lead to an increase in sunburn). in the second example though, there is no such connection – 
they both happen at the same time, but we cannot explain the correlation by making a causal 
link.	We	can,	however,	offer	a	different	explanation	for	the	correlation	–	People	are	more	likely	
to buy ice-cream in hot- weather, and so there has probably been an increase in hot weather 
which can cause sunburn . . .


A friend of mine became convinced that eating beetroot made him a faster runner. he drank 
beetroot juice every day whilst he was training for a marathon, and the time it took him to run 
the same distance decreased every day. A much more likely explanation is that he was getting 
faster because he was in training. 


6.08 Correlation does not mean causation printable 
worksheet.doc


6.09 Necessary, sufficient and causal links.ppt


The following support materials can be found within the Skill 6 
pdf portfolio.
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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Necessary and Sufficient Conditions


A necessary condition is something which HAS TO BE the case.  


For example:

a) “You cannot go on a bike ride without a bike.”  


The bike is a necessary condition for going on a bike ride.  


b) “Breaking eggs is needed to make an omelette.” 


You cannot make an omelette without breaking eggs so breaking eggs is a necessary condition.  


A sufficient condition DOES NOT HAVE TO BE the case but is enough all by itself to make it the case.

For example: 

a) “I am 96 years old. I can get an old persons’ bus pass.”


You could get a pass when you’re 86 or 76, you don’t have to be 96 but being 96 guarantees you a pass, so it is a sufficient condition.  


b) “He won the Euro lottery. He’s a millionaire.”


You can be a millionaire without winning the lottery but it is enough make you a millionaire. So winning the Euro lottery is a sufficient condition.

1. For the following statements say whether you think the underlined condition is necessary or sufficient?

		i) Human beings must have air to live.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		ii) Speeding will get you in trouble with the police. 

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		iii) Eating fish improves your memory.  I eat a lot of fish so I’ll definitely have a good memory.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		iv) A square has four sides.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		v) You need to be a good footballer to play for Chelsea FC.  

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		vi) Eating lots and lots of sweets and chocolates will make you feel sick.  

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		vii) Being a good singer is enough to get you in a band.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		viii) If you are sick you must have the flu.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		ix) Attending all my lessons on time will make me successful in class.

		Necessary

		Sufficient





2. For each of the following, work out the relationship between X and Y

The relationship will be one of the following:


· a necessary condition

· a sufficient condition

· neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition

· both a necessary and a sufficient condition

i) X: smoking cigarettes 

Y: developing lung cancer sufficient

ii) X: driving above the legal blood‑alcohol limit 

Y: being convicted of driving above the legal blood‑alcohol limit necessary

iii) X: having three A‑Levels 

Y: getting a place on a degree course at university neither: there are other routes to university and you need to have applied etc too

iv) X: the Labour Party winning a large majority of seats in the House of Commons 

Y: the Labour Party forming a Government both

v) X: having all six numbers in the National Lottery draw on a valid ticket 

Y: being at least one of the winners of the jackpot prize both

vi) X: being unmarried 

Y: being a bachelor necessary

vii) X: being four sided 

Y: being square necessary

viii) X: being longer than 4 metres 

Y: being longer than 2 metres sufficient

ix) X: being a mammal 

Y: being an animal neither (unless you class human as animal)

x) X: being rational and intelligent 

Y: being a person neither: some animals are rational and intelligent, and some people are not
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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Why did Stanley join the army?

Stanley was a soldier with the Lancashire Regiment in World War I.  


The Key Mystery: “Why did Stanley join the army?”


1. Put the clues into groups to help you understand why Stanley joined the army

· Group together all the statements about Stanley’s family

· Group together all the statements about money

· Group together all the statements about height

· Group together all the statements about Stanley’s friends

2. What would Stanley have said about why he had signed up?


3. Who might have tried to persuade him not to sign up?


· What reasons might they have used?


· What assumptions have you used?


4. Who might have tried to persuade him to sign up?


· What reasons might they have used?


· What assumptions have you used?


© OCR 2009
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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions


A necessary condition is something which HAS TO BE the case.  


For example:

a) “You cannot go on a bike ride without a bike.”  


The bike is a necessary condition for going on a bike ride.  


b) “Breaking eggs is needed to make an omelette.” 


You cannot make an omelette without breaking eggs so breaking eggs is a necessary condition.  


A sufficient condition DOES NOT HAVE TO BE the case but is enough all by itself to make it the case.

For example: 

a) “I am 96 years old. I can get an old persons’ bus pass.”


You could get a pass when you’re 86 or 76, you don’t have to be 96 but being 96 guarantees you a pass, so it is a sufficient condition.  


b) “He won the Euro lottery. He’s a millionaire.”


You can be a millionaire without winning the lottery but it is enough make you a millionaire. So winning the Euro lottery is a sufficient condition.

1. For the following statements say whether you think the underlined condition is necessary or sufficient?

		i) Human beings must have air to live.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		ii) Speeding will get you in trouble with the police. 

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		iii) Eating fish improves your memory.  I eat a lot of fish so I’ll definitely have a good memory.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		iv) A square has four sides.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		v) You need to be a good footballer to play for Chelsea FC.  

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		vi) Eating lots and lots of sweets and chocolates will make you feel sick.  

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		vii) Being a good singer is enough to get you in a band.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		viii) If you are sick you must have the flu.

		Necessary

		Sufficient



		ix) Attending all my lessons on time will make me successful in class.

		Necessary

		Sufficient





2. For each of the following, work out the relationship between X and Y

The relationship will be one of the following:


· a necessary condition

· a sufficient condition

· neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition

· both a necessary and a sufficient condition

i) X: smoking cigarettes 

Y: developing lung cancer 

ii) X: driving above the legal blood‑alcohol limit 

Y: being convicted of driving above the legal blood‑alcohol limit 

iii) X: having three A‑Levels 

Y: getting a place on a degree course at university 

iv) X: the Labour Party winning a large majority of seats in the House of Commons 

Y: the Labour Party forming a Government 

v) X: having all six numbers in the National Lottery draw on a valid ticket 

Y: being at least one of the winners of the jackpot prize 

vi) X: being unmarried 

Y: being a bachelor 

vii) X: being four sided 

Y: being square 

viii) X: being longer than 4 metres 

Y: being longer than 2 metres 

ix) X: being a mammal 

Y: being an animal 

x) X: being rational and intelligent 

Y: being a person
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 Thinking and Reasoning Skills



Correlation Does Not Mean Causation


In each of the following examples, a correlation has been found. For each one, come up with a way of explaining the connection that does not involve one causing the other. The first one has been done for you:


Example: 
Research has found a correlation between the amount of time students spend on Facebook and a decline in their grades at school.


Explanation: exams and tests are getting harder, so grades are getting worse and students are more in need of a way of unwinding so they use Facebook. 

a) London taxi drivers who wear coats are statistically more likely to have an accident


Explanation: ....................................................................................................................................


b) People who study philosophy are happier, according to research, than those who don’t.


Explanation: ....................................................................................................................................


c) Statistics show that there is a correlation between the rise in the use of social networking sites and a rise in the number of marriages ending in divorce. 


Explanation: ....................................................................................................................................


d) A study shows that people who buy Diet Coke are more overweight than people who buy non-diet Coke. 


Explanation: ....................................................................................................................................


e) Figures related to drug use show a correlation between drug addiction and poverty. 


Explanation: ....................................................................................................................................


f) Moral values have worsened at the same time that adherence to traditional Christian beliefs has declined. 


Explanation: ....................................................................................................................................
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OR……

Every situation or piece of evidence is open to a number of interpretations. Some explanations are more likely than others.


Look at the situations described below. Each has one explanation with an invitation, provided by the word OR, for you to see how many others you can suggest. You may also indicate ways in which the various views could be tested in appropriate cases.

1. A bright light moving across the sky is an unidentified flying object or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

2. A sore throat is the start of a cold or …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

3. At the scene of a murder, traces of blood group A were found. The murderer belongs to blood group A or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

4. You are waiting at the railway station for a friend who fails to arrive as expected. He/she has missed the train or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

5. Beth has won the 100 metres race on the School Sports Day. She is the best runner in the school or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

6. A fire-engine seen rushing along a main road during a bad thunder storm is going to a house struck by lightning or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

7. The single that reaches Number One in the charts is the best single on sale at that time or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

8. During an investigation into a burglary a detective proved that a suspect was lying about his movements on a particular day. This showed that the suspect was guilty of the crime or …. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

9. Mr Clarkson switched off his television just after a play started. Mr Clarkson does not like plays or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

10. As a result of an appeal to help refugees after an earthquake, the Amin family donated £5 and the Scott family gave £1. The Amins care for other people more than the Scotts do or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

11. Mark promises his wife, Carol, that he is not going to drink anymore. When Carol sees him coming out of a public house it is obvious that Mark has broken his promise or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

12. In the school examinations Katrin scored 72% in French and 56% in Geography. Katrin is a better linguist than geographer or 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Skill 6: Explanations



